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In: Warriors Orochi Stubs, Gameplay, Elements Edit Share Treasure Box Image Treasure (貴重品, Kihokhin, Illuminated. Treasures / Valuable Materials) refer to the materials used to alloy weapons in the second title and compilation for orochi warriors series. These items, with the expense of spare weapons with elements of weapons,
can allow a certain character to experience new abilities, using his new weapon. This system encourages players to hold additional weapons and often fuse weapons rather than give up if their stockpiles are filled. They can be obtained alone or while playing with another person. As long as the goals are met, any player can claim it.
Games sometimes generate two treasures that will require both players to get it. Once the requirements for the item are met, the treasure will appear where the map (indicated by the history of the battle log) and in a rich box. The colors change, either a bright red and gold container or a black-and-gold container will wait for the player.
Players can check what treasures they have by browsing through the treasures listed in the Arms Distribution section in the pre-match menu. Dedicated names mean that they have been received at least once. Receiving treasures is necessary to unlock Dodomeki and Gyoki- and Orochi X in the future - for use by the player. Getting all
the treasures is also a requirement for one of the Dream Stages in games. The original Musou OROCHI release changes the location of some treasures in both parts, so its requirements will also be listed below. Orochi Warriors 2 Edit Source Treasure Title Location Requirements Obsidian Orechi, Stage 1: Odawara Castle To quickly
finish mission goals. Jade Shue, Stage 2: Saika Territory quickly completes the mission's tasks. Amber Wei, Stage 2: Si Shui Gate When two generals succeed in their strategies, defeat the enemy strategist. Flourite Wu, Stage 2: Kanegasaki Protect a married couple and succeed with their plot. Silver Samurai, Stage 2: Ji Province Win All
Enemy Ambushes and Reinforcements. Agatha Orochi, Stage 2: Cheng Du will quickly break through the gate. Diamond Shu, Stage 3: Nagashino is a quick hail for reinforcements. Malahit Wei, Stage 3: Shizugatake make a named general an ally and defeat enemy war machines. Crystal Wu, Stage 3: Nan Jun Succeed in Allied
Maneuvers and Defeat Young Phoenix. Sapphire Sengoku, Stage 3: Hasedo Defeat many enemies by defending a young brave general. Ruby Oraghi, Stage 3: Kavanakajima, defending the Allied bases, defeat the young general. Amethyst Sengoku, Stage 4: Chan Bang As soon as the strategy begins, quickly defeat the enemy generals
on the way. Orochi Moonstone, Stage 4: He's Fay Swiftly complete the plan and defeat the courageous generals in the field. Emerald Shu, Stage 5: Jia Meng Gate to Protect General follows the warrior's path and quickly defeat a real demon on the field. Pearl Wei, Stage 5: Komaki-Nagakute will quickly complete Young Phoenix's plan.
Onyx Wu, Stage 5: Okehazama Succeed with an elderly general and rambling conspiracy thief without delay. Pomegranate Ori, Stage 5: Edo Castle Defeat all enemy ambushes and then head to the main hold. Aventurin Shue, Stage 6: Odani Castle thwarts the demon's conspiracies and quickly defeats the demon. Carnelian Wei, Stage
6: Yamatai Swift is quick to handle the opponent's defense and defeat the wild. Opal Wu, Stage 6: Yang Ping Gate is quick to defeat the elegant warrior. Topaz Samurai, Stage 6: Hu Lao's Gate will quickly defeat the demon and thwart the opponent's scheme. Phoenix Wing Orochi, Stage 6: And Ling Fast defeat enemy command forces.
Dragon Wei's spleen, Stage 7: Tong Gate When defending the generals at the front, defeat the demon and his followers. Lion's Fang Wu, Stage 7: Yamazaki protects all allies by defeating enemy onslaught and demon. Chimera Shell Samurai, Stage 7: Bay Di Castle Have a Castle quickly surrounded by God of War, The King of Demons,
and the forces of Taikou. Jeweled affiliate Orochi, Stage 7: Mikatagagahara Make a spell quickly to succeed and defeat the famous generals on the field. Bowl Buddha Shue, Stage 8: Wu Chang Plain is a quick ally plot to take place and quickly defeat the demon and her friend. Fire Rat's Skin Wei, Stage 8: Guan Du Have Ally plot to
quickly succeed and target an adorable general on the field. Swallow Shell Wu, Stage 8: Chi Bi conquer the altar without delay and quickly defeat the famous enemy generals. Precious Samurai Dragon, Stage 8: Sekigahara have an ally conspiracy to quickly succeed and defeat the named enemy general. Дополнительные Заметки
»редактировать источник» Obisidian Джейд Янтарный Flourite Серебряный Агат Алмазный Малахит Кристалл Сапфир Ruby Amethyst Лунный камень Изумрудная жемчужина Оникс Гарнет Авентурин Карнелин Опал Топаз Феникс Крыло Дракона в Spleen Lion's Fang Chimera Shell Jeweled Branch Bowl of Buddha Fire
Rat's Skin Swallow's Shell Dragon's Jewel Этап 2: Хоннодзи быстро потушить пламя. Jade Shue, Stage 2: Hasedo quickly rescue the captured general. Amber Wei, Stage 2: Tian Shui successfully defended all strongholds. Flourite Wu, Stage 2: Chang Pan V thwart enemy strategy and force them to retreat. Silver Samurai, Stage 3:
Kyushu Swiftley defeats enemy officers. Agatha Shu, Stage 5: Wu Territory defeats all enemy ambushes without delay. Diamond Samurai, Stage 6: The castle fan lowers the water level quickly. Malahit Wei, Stage 4: And Ling will defeat the general who tries to escape without delay. Crystal Wu, Stage 4: Osaka Castle rescues all
surrounded generals in record time. Sapphire Wei, Stage 7: Yamazaki quickly claim Mount Tennu. Ruby Shue, Stage 7: Edo Castle to defeat two brave generals. Amethyst Wu, Stage 7: Komaki-Nagakute Before rescuing allies in this area, save the tiger parents and son. Lunar Stone Samurai, Stage 10: Ji Province will quickly defeat all
enemy ambushes and reinforcements. Emerald Shue, Stage 10: Saika Territory has a fire attack success within five minutes. Pearl Wei, Stage 10: Si Shui Gate When two generals succeed in their strategies, defeat the enemy strategist. Onyx Wu, Stage 10: Kanegasaki Protect a married couple and succeed with their storyline. Orochi
Pomegranate, Stage 2: Cheng Du will quickly break through the gate and defeat the enemy strategist. Aventurin Shu, Stage 13: Jia Meng gates the defense of the general, who follows the path of the warrior and quickly defeat the real demon on the field. Karnelian Wei, Stage 11: Shizugatake make a named general an ally and defeat the
enemy's military vehicles. Opal Wu, Stage 11: Nan Jun Succeed in Ally Maneuvers and Defeat Young Phoenix. Topaz Shu, Stage 11: Nagashino opens the gate without delay. Phoenix Wing Orochi, Stage 4: He's Fay Swiftly complete the plan and defeat the courageous generals in the field. Dragon Wei's spleen, Stage 14: Yamatai Swifty
quickly copes with the enemy's defense and defeat the wild. Lion's Fang Wu, Stage 14: Yang Ping Gate Fast defeat the elegant warrior. Chimera Shell Samurai, Stage 15: Bai Di Castle is quickly surrounded by God of War, The King of Demons, and the forces of Taikou. Jeweled affiliate Orochi, Stage 7: Mikatagagahara Make a spell
quickly to succeed and defeat the famous generals on the field. The Bowl of Buddha Shue, Final Chapter: Have Chang Plains quickly have an ally plot to take place and quickly defeat the demon and her friend. Fire Rat's Skin Wei, Final Chapter: Guan Du Have's ally plot to quickly succeed and target an adorable general on the field.
Swallow Shell Wu, Final Chapter: Chi Bi conquer the altar without delay and quickly defeat the famous enemy generals. Precious Samurai Dragon, Final Chapter: Sekigahara Have an Ally Conspiracy to quickly succeed and defeat the named enemy general. Additional Notes (edited by source editing) Protect Kazumasu Takigawa. Just
defeat any opponent on its way. The time limit of the mission begins after Nobunaga Oda issues an order, so you can clear all the enemies on the right side of the map before meeting the fake Cao Cao takes place. Escort Takigawa if necessary to defeat any other obstacles. Location: Nijo Castle (building in the northwest part of the map).
It will be next to the captain of the reserve in the castle. The quick rescue of Yue Ying. Only defeat officers need to continue forward and rush to her location at the third gate as soon as possible. zhao Yun - or any of the player's allies - can be ignored when receiving the treasure, but the stage can be difficult to complete if they are left too
far away The horse can help players her in time. Location: near the third base of the gate (northwest fortification near the original Yue Ying position). Take a few steps from the northern exit from the base and turn straight right into the nearest cul-de-sac. Protect all three bases needed for reinforcement. Make sure that none of the bases
will fall prematurely during the stage. Requirements are easier to meet with a horse, but it is not necessary. There is no real set standard for which base order should be salvaged, but the item below lists strategies for first time stage players. The central base falls faster so rush to his rescue first, defeating Mitsuhide Akechi and Morinari
Anu. When Yesitsugu Otani and Mitsunari Isis are wounded, head to the eastern base to rescue Yue Jin from Ittetsu Inab. Once Inaba falls, Huang Gai will charge so beat him to protect the east. As soon as Cao Chang is rescued from Bocusen Ujie and Ujisato Gamu, the treasure will appear. Avoid attacking the south, heading to each
base; It's too long to turn around while walking. Location: Northeast corner of the map. To thwart all of Lu Xiong's plans. The first plan, which is launched by Lu Xun, is an ambush led by Lin Tong and Moricik Shichiri. Intercept them as quickly as possible, at least before they reach the ally's main camp. Shortly thereafter, Lu Xun ordered
the engineering unit to appear and put the main camp on fire. Stop them before they venture too far along the western map path. Wait until Sakon Shima supports Lu Xun's ploy, and then hurry to defeat him and the additional engineers he sends. Lu Xun order Gan Ning to use the port to get to him before his unit gets a chance to sail.
Defeat him and Joo Rana to stop the attack furtively. If everything was properly considered, the treasure would be revealed on the map. Location: Northwest corner of the map. Defeat Chang Jiao, Okuni and Xiao Xiao to ten minutes to go. As long as these three have been defeated within the term, the treasure will appear. This task does
not require any specific order or strategy. Location: Central to the map, along the east side of the Sacon fortification. It is next to the bridge crosses the bend of the river. Fast see through the plots of Juj Liang in all three garrisons. Be sure to quickly defeat the generals who appear as soon as each plot is thwarted. Don't go too far south or
try to defeat too many secondary generals; It will only take the time it takes to retrieve the treasure. For the eastern fortification, destroy all four archer towers to force Fan Chow and Fei Yi out of their hideouts. Search and destroy one soldier in the northern garrison to reject Jiang Wang on the field. A step in the western garrison will trigger
a report of a suspicious ally soldier. Pursue his every move to Ma Su and Nyu Fu. Location: Outside the northern garrison, directly east of the Ally port position. Defeat Chang He in five minutes. Hurry to give Yu Jin a beating to open the garrison protecting the water gate. Then go to Chang On. It is very easy to perform this task with a
good horse. The treasure will appear as soon as the water actually drains from Fan's Castle. Location: Just south of the east exit of the water gate, next to the middle central fort map. Stop Pan Tonga's conspiracy from succeeding and defeat it without delay. Go to the center of the map. Wait for Pan Tong to send an engineering unit to
build a bridge leading to the main camp. Defeat the lead engineer, and then rush to Pan Tong. Although it retreats into the southern maze by default, the treasure can still be obtained before Pan Tong enters it. Location: In the maze. Head south in a straight line from the entrance to the maze to find it in a dead end. Save Sun Jian, Saizo
Kani and Jiang Tsin within ten minutes of the battle. Continue on the hidden path Sakon offers to save Sun Jian with little effort. Get close to him to call a conversation between him and Sun Ce; it means he was saved. Take it and Sun Xie's party to the first floor of the main hehe and defeat Hao zhao, who blocks the exit to the main
entrance. Then defeat Cao Chang or another nearest general to open the inner gates blocking the Sun family's escape from the main hat. After Sun Jian mentions his other comrades held captive, head outside the main entrance to the main hold and trace the path along the western walls to find the western entrance. Charge two floors
from this entrance to beat zang ba. Get about Saizo to get it on the go and then retreat outside the main hold. Pass through the first set of the inner gates of Osaka Castle. This will trigger a flood of reinforcements that can be defeated or ignored while the player heads west. Jump the enemy reserve captain and head north from his
position. Walk to the western gates that will not open as Nyu Jin and Xiahou En will appear. Again, choose to win or avoid them. Head west from The Starting Position of Resultede or west of the enemy reserve captain in the area to find a multitude of stairs that lead to an area filled with water. Follow this path to head towards Jiang Tsin.
Defeat the generals by barricading your position to open the way for Jiang Tsing. Once the contact has been made, the treasure must appear. Isolated comrades Sun Jian should not be reunited with Sun Jian to receive the treasure. Location: In the upper right corner of the Cao Ren camp. Fast to defeat Juj Liang. Go any way leading to
Mount Tenna to reach the strategist. that the guards of Tao Tsian are the easiest to climb, as he is closest to the player's starting position. Horse is preferable you don't have to meet the time requirements. Location: Shordji (southeast map fortification). Head to the lower right corner inside the fortification to qualify for it. Defeat Guan Yu
and Chang Fei up to eight minutes pass. First, hurry to the location of Chang Fei. It guards the northern entrance to the main castle. After he was beaten, he guarded his head into the entrance and proceeded to the second floor. Guan Yu will be there protecting the stairs to the top level. Quickly knock it down to raise the wooden barricade
and get the location of the treasure. Location: Near the location of the captain of the southeastern reserve at Edo Castle. Save Sun Jian and Sun quan. Head south from the starting position and defeat Niu Jin. Run through the gates he was defending and head west to Go Huai at Komaki Castle. Once it's down, get out through the open
gate and keep pushing west. Don't go to the battlefield to do so; Use a path that has stairs outside Komaki Castle. Follow the southwest path to reach the Sun Jian and Sun quan and defeat the generals surrounding them. After the cut-off with the family reunion played, the treasure should appear. Location: North of Komaki Castle, there is
a central gate with three forks along its road. It is located along the western fork leading to a dead end. Message: No allies can be defeated, especially the bait unit. Orochi 3 source editing Warriors These elements can be earned by defeating the generals and can be equipped with symbols before the battle. This chart will bring common
and rare elements together. Rare items can only be obtained at hard difficulty in any Story or Free Mode. Players can get them by bringing specific characters into the fight and by performing a dedicated number of knockouts. Mandatory characters don't need to fight in order to unlock the paragraph of the report. Available only in Warriors
Orochi 3 Ultimate. The Scroll Tactics effect has been mistranserged. This allows you to collect more items capable of higher-ranking equipment. Heavenly Sas and Dragon's Eye, because of a mistake, can not work on Gimico. Image copyright Treasures Image caption The Phoenix Wing Effects (朱雀翼) Various Defeat of the enemy
general and win the stage. Increases Life Gauge max. Dragon spleen (⻘⿓胆) Various Defeat of the enemy general and win the stage. Increases Musou Gauge max. Lion's Fang (⽩虎⽛) Various Defeat enemy general and win the stage. Increases the attack. Chimera Shell (⽞武甲) Various Defeat of the enemy general and win the stage.
Increases defense. Charm Alacrity (神速符) Various Defeat of the enemy general and win the stage. Increases speed. Spear Sacrifice (背⽔⽭) Various Defeat of the enemy general and win the stage. increases the attack, but reduces the defense. The Sacrifice Shield (背⽔盾) Various Defeat of the enemy general and win the stage.
Significantly increases defense, but reduces Mystic's Brace (仙気環) Various Defeat of the enemy general and win the stage. The profession increases more easily. Amulet Defense (相克護符) Various Defeat of the enemy general and win the stage. Reduces damage to enemy officers. Tengjia Armor (藤甲鎧) Various Defeat of the enemy
general and win the stage. Reduces damage done by enemy missile attacks. Prayer Beads (紐帯数珠) Chapter 1Battle Ealing (first version) Bring Ginchiyo Tachibana, Da Ji, Keiji Maeda, Jiang Wei or Xiahu Dong in the main party and 2000 knockouts. Automatically launches support attacks when the player dives. Spirit Armor (無影具⾜)
Chapter 1Battle Castle Ueda bring Taigong Wang, Nobunaga Oda, Jia Xu, Kanetsugu Naoe, Dian Wei, or Taixi Xi in the main party and earn 1500 knockouts. Spirit Charges sometimes use no Musa. Musa Magatama (活丹勾⽟) Chapter 1Battle Dongkou Bring Nene, Sun Wukong, Mitsuhide Akechi, Lu Meng, or Sima Yi in the main game
and earn 1500 knockouts. Special attacks / Type of action sometimes use not Musou. Raiment of Unrest (流転⽻⾐) Chapter 1Battle Shouchun Bring Chang Liao, Huang Gai, Fu Xi, Kenshin Uesugi, or Shima zhao in the main party and earn 1000 knockouts. Become temporarily invincible after the bypass. Iron Gauntlets (鉄甲⼿) Chapter
1Battle From Nagasino (first version) Bring Chou Tai, Deng Ai, Toshi Maeda, Oychi, Cao Cao, or Nuva in the main game and earn 1000 knockouts. Enemy attacks turn out to be infectious during charge attacks. Musou Armor (無双鎧) Chapter 1Battle Castle Odavar (first version) Bring Wang Yuanji into the main party and earn 1500
knockouts. Enemy missile attacks will not beat the player. Eight Hand Mirror (⼋咫鏡) Chapter 2Battle from Haedo (first version) Bring Kunoichi to the main party and earn 2000 knockouts. Sometimes repelled enemy missile attacks when installed. Golden Gloves (⾦剛⼿甲) Chapter 2Battle Kyushu Bring Sun Shansian in the main game
and earn 1500 knockouts. Can't be discarded when locked. Demon Mask (夜叉⾯具) Chapter 2Battle Of Nanzhong Bring Ma Chao, Xiahou Ba, or Gan Ning in the main game and earn 1500 knockouts. Allows you to block attacks from behind. Vestment of Voidance (相殺帷⼦) Chapter 2Battle Anegawa Bring Huang Jun, Masamune Date,
Go Huai, or Dodomeki in the main party and earn 2000 knockouts. It negates the attributes of enemy attacks. The Gloves Vitality (吸⽣⼩⼿) Chapter 2Battle Mountain Dingjun (first version) Bring Na, zhao Yun, or Gyoki in the main batch and earn 1500 knockouts. It replenishes a certain life sensor when performing a counterattack. Gloves
of Malice (吸活⼩⼿) Chapter 2Battle Of Xuchang (first version) Bring Sanzang, Guan Yu, or Hanzo Hattori in the main party and earn 1000 knockouts. Tops up a certain amount of Musu sensor during the counterattack. Tom Medicine (薬活法書) Chapter 2Battle Sekigahara lead Ranmaru Mori, Chang Fei, or Benkei in the main game and
earn 1000 knockouts. Doubles the effects of the restorative elements. True Vision (発破伝書) Chapter 2Battle Luoyang Bring Dong Chuo, Hideyoshi Toyotomi, or Juzh Liang in the main game and earn 1000 knockouts. Doubles the attack for a certain time when the life sensor turns red. Iron Armor (頑鉄甲) Chapter 3Battle Tong Gate (first
version) Bring Motonari Meri, Liu Bei, or Susano'o in the main batch and earn 1000 knockouts. Doubles defenses for a certain time when the life sensor turns red. Rabbitskin Leggings (脱兎脚絆) Chapter 3Battle Ginging Gate Bring Nezha, Tadakatsu Honda, Aya, or Diaochan in the main party and earn 1000 knockouts. Doubles the speed
for a certain time when the life sensor turns red. The Art of War Sun Tzu (孫⼦兵法) Chapter 3Battle Shizugatake Bring zhenji, Ina, Lu Bu, Shuten Doji, or Masanori Fukushima in the main party and earn 1500 knockouts. Extends the effective powering time of the items. Pleiades Belt (七星帯) Chapter 3Battle Chanban (first version) Bring
Ryu Hayabusa, Xiaoqiao, Ieyasu Tokugawa, or Bao Sanniang in the main party and earn 1000 knockouts. Increases the likelihood of obtaining high-quality weapons. Matsukase Saddle (松⾵鐙) Chapter 3Battle Honnaji (first version) Bring Ayane, Mitsunari Isis, or Musashi Miyamoto in the main game and earn 1500 knockouts. The battle
set on Matsukasa begins. Red Hare Saddle (⾚兎鐙) Chapter 3Battle Castle Fan (first version) Bring Joan of Arc, Wang Yi, or Xu Huang's main party and earn 1,500 KOs. The battle, set on the Red Dice, begins. Bear Saddle (熊鐙) Chapter 3Battle Yamazaki Bring Chang On, Go Jia, or Nemea in the main party and earn 1000 knockouts
starts the battle is set for the bear. Elephant Saddle (象鐙) Chapter 3Battle Hulao Gate Bring Achilles, Orochi, or Yukimura Sanada in the main game and earn 1500 knockouts. The battle set on the elephant begins. Sacrifice Armor (背⽔鎧) - The glove mode significantly increases life, but lowers Musa. Sacrifice Pike (背⽔⼽) - The glove
regimen significantly increases Musa, but reduces life. Fleet Mail (両当鎧) - Gauntlet Mode significantly increases the speed, but reduces the attack. Garb (札甲) - Glove mode significantly increases speed, but reduces defense. Warrior's Plate (闘袖鎧) - Glove mode significantly increases attack and defense, but reduces speed. Equestrian
Horn (姜族⾓) - Glove mode increases mounted attack and defense. Phoenix Remedy (反魂丹) - Gauntlet Mode Sometimes restores a part of your Gauge life when killed in action. Life Belt (活⽣帯) - Glove mode constantly restores your character's life sensor. Concentration Belt (練⼼帯) - Gauntlet Mode constantly restores Musou Gauge
Character. Focus potion (変若⽔) - Gauntlet Mode restores your Musou Gauge every time you get damage from an enemy. Thunder Thunder The glove mode sometimes causes lightning to hit the enemy when you are attacked. Beastpolis Mirror (神獣鏡) - The glove mode can from time to time withstand an enemy Musa attack.
Destruction Gloves (破砕⼩⼿) - Gauntlet Mode Sometimes counterattack when the enemy attacks while you are blocking. Sword of Life (⽣太⼑) - Gauntlet Mode The Musou Gauge is not depleted with Switch Combo. Onion Life (⽣⼸⽮) - Gauntlet Mode The Musou Gauge is not depleted when attacked with a support attack. Scroll tactics
(呉⼦兵法) - Gauntlet Mode increases the effect of enhancing the ability of the elements. - Armor rider (騎甲鎧) - The glove mode cannot be knocked off a horse even in an attack. Orb of Balance (定⾵珠) - Gauntlet Mode allows for somersaults at any time when attacked in the air. Deflategate Doll (形代) - Gauntlet Mode shares the
damage done among party members. Demon Gloves (⿁神⼩⼿) - Gauntlet Mode Sometimes allows invincibility after performing a counterattack. Demon Scroll (⿁神伝書) - Gauntlet Mode Sometimes allows invincibility after being knocked down when near death. Dragon's Eye (⾶⿓⽟) - Gauntlet Mode Follow Mystic's request to defeat
9,999 enemies in total. The ability to move on to lifting the attack charge. (Doesn't affect characters like Wonder, because of the Ability to Charge the Spirit.) Heavenly Sash (天雷⽻⾐) - Gauntlet Mode Follow Mystic's request to defeat 100 officers in total. You can bypass to undo the charge attacks. (Works only on characters like
Technique.) Dragonscale Armor (⿓神鎧) - Gauntlet Mode Follow Mystic's request to defeat 50 playable officers in total. Can't be pushed back while performing Air Pull/Air Dash. Shadow Greaves (無影臑当) - Gauntlet Mode Follow Mystic's request to defeat 50 otherworldly invaders in total. Half the amount of Musu Gauge is consumed for
the Spirit of Charge. Mystical Bells (五⼗鈴) - Gauntlet Mode Perform Mystic's request to defeat 30,000 enemies in total. Collects dropped points to you. Trivia (edited by source editing) Original titles for the Phoenix Wing (lighted by the wing of The Juke), The Dragon's Spleen (lighted by Tsinglong Nerve), Lion's Fang (lighted. Baihu Fang)
and Chimera Shell (lit. Xuanwu Shell) are references to the Four Divine Beasts of constellations. These gods also appear as important deities in the Harukanaru Toki no Naka de series. The Japanese name for the Tacthi Scroll is named after Uzi, authored by Wu Chi. The original name Aventurine, translates as Sky Muddling Damask (or
illuminated. Turbid Heaven Twill) is actually one of the treasures used by Nezha in Fengshen Yanyi. The Precious Branch and the Buddha Bowl are allusions to Buddhism, citing the meaning of the fig and the values for life found in the Tale of Princess Kaguya. The same story also mentions The Skin of Fire Rats, The Swallow and The
Jewel of the Dragon for Japan. Teh the last reprise as the eye of the dragon (lighted. Flying Dragon Jewel) in the warriors of Orochi 3 Ultimate. Warriors Orochi Stubs Gameplay Elements Community Content is available according to CC-BY-SA unless stated otherwise. Noted.
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